PRESS RELEASE

FLYING BARK PRODUCTIONS SET TO PRODUCE “200% WOLF” FILM
The heroic pink poodle is back with double the fun and double the adventure

Munich, Sydney, 19 October 2022 – Flying Bark Productions has today
announced production of “200% Wolf” - the much-anticipated sequel to the
internationally successful feature film, “100% Wolf”. The film will be distributed
across Australia by StudioCanal while Studio 100 Film is managing international
sales.
A co-production with Spain’s Atlantika Films and Western Australia’s Siamese,
“200% Wolf” is produced with major production funding from Screen Australia,
and financed in association with Screenwest and Lotterywest. The Canary
Islands’ 3Doubles will be joining for animation services on the 85-minute
comedy adventure film which will be available in 2024
With returning cast including Samara Weaving as Batty, Akmal Saleh as Hamish
and Ilai Swindells as Freddy, “200% Wolf” has already garnered support from
the distributors of “100% Wolf” including VIVA Kids (North America), Notorious
and FilmHouse for the US, Italy and Israel respectively.
“We had tremendous success with the North American release of ‘100% Wolf’
in 2020,” says Victor Elizalde, President of VIVA Kids. “We are thrilled to be
reuniting with Studio 100 and Flying Bark Productions for the highly anticipated
sequel. We know audiences are going to love it!”
“200% Wolf” sees the return of director Alexs Stadermann, writer Fin Edquist,
producers Barbara Stephen and Alexia Gates-Foale and co-producer
Francesca Hope, with producer Carmen Perez-Marsa Roca and Atlantika Films’
Executive Producer Nano Arrieta joining the team.
The sequel will continue the story of Freddy Lupin, a pink were-poodle who
needed to prove he still had the heart of a werewolf. In his new adventure,
Freddy goes on a mission to save a young moon spirit, where he finds himself
caught up in the magic of a werewolf sorceress. The film will focus more on the
mysterious and fascinating world of werewolves and the magical moon forces
that transform them, introducing exciting new characters and obstacles for
Freddy to overcome.
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Based on the books 100% Wolf and 100% Hero by renowned Australian author
Jayne Lyons, the first film “100% Wolf” has been successfully sold worldwide,
with strong theatrical releases in the UK, France, Russia, and Italy despite the
2020 global pandemic. The film also performed extremely well on video-ondemand services with Amazon US and Universal Australia, as well as on Netflix
Australia. “100% Wolf” was a Rockie Awards nominee at the 2021 Banff World
Media Festival and director Alexs Stadermann was nominated for “Best
Direction” of an animation project at the Australian Director’s Guild Awards
2021.
Adding to the success of the film, the ABC ME television spin-off series “100%
Wolf – The Legend of the Moonstone” has been on air internationally since
2020, having sold to more than 100 countries. The series won three Telly Awards,
an AEAF Gold Award and the Asian Television Award in 2021, among other wins
and nominations. A second season is already in pre-production.

200% Wolf
Heroic poodle Freddy Lupin has everything it takes to lead his werewolf pack. Except respect.
If only he were more… wolfish. But when a wayward wish transforms him into a werewolf and
deposits a mischievous moon sprite on Earth, Freddy’s world is turned upside-down. Be careful
what you wish for! With Batty and his dog pals along for the ride, Freddy must travel to the
mysterious Wolfbane Zone to enlist the help of a dangerous werewolf sorceress. If the team can
avoid being turned into were-toads and Freddy can resist the pull of forbidden wolf-magic,
maybe they can send the cheeky sprite home and save the world. One thing’s for sure – Freddy
will never question being a poodle again!
About Studio 100 Film
Studio 100 Film is an international, independent sales agency for upmarket children’s and family
movies. The Munich-based company is a subsidiary of Studio 100 Media representing its own
animation feature films and in addition it acts as a sales agency for selected third party films.
Studio 100 Film’s focus is to represent a well-chosen portfolio of films internationally with due
attentiveness. www.studio100film.com
About Flying Bark Productions
Flying Bark Productions is proud to be an independent producer with a long history of creating
iconic animated children’s entertainment. Operating as a full-service animation production
facility, Flying Bark employs some of Australia’s brightest talent to produce feature films,
television series, web series and corporate content that delights and captivates family
audiences worldwide. Flying Bark Productions is part of the Studio 100 Group.
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Contact for Media
GSA:
Joe Hofer
Manager Corporate Communications & Events
Studio 100 Media
Phone: +49 (0)89 960855-286
E-Mail: Josef.Hofer@studio100media.com

International:
Devika Patel
DP-PR
Mobile: +44 (0) 7773 324 159
Email: devika@dp-pr.com
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